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Foxconn manufactures many of Apple’s products (e.g., iPhones, iPads) in 
China. Apple negotiated a highly favorable deal with Foxconn: thin 
margins for Foxconn and high profits for Apple.

In part as a result of its thin margins, Foxconn imposed “inhumane” 
working conditions: 12-hour shifts, six days a week; monitoring and 
controlling workers’ every movement; corporal punishment; crowded 
dorm conditions; separating workers in their dorms from others hailing 
from the same geographic area; and prohibiting socialization among 
workers (Xu & Li, 2013: 375). Such conditions are unethical (Arnold & 
Bowie, 2003). 

Because of its power and size, Apple had no business case to negotiate a 
deal that would allow Foxconn to treat workers ethically (Clarke & 
Boersma, 2017).

The ‘No Business Case for Ethics’ Scenario

https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/42001855.pdf?casa_token=uI-b6GLg-cUAAAAA:AMusJU-AmdAFxJkw5bVwR-yWOzsw48Sgx8Y73GVvKMI0vCvMybMGm_Tfc77VGLKnGYpP9DZDY66OnuTc8QWncW_v6_19fHTWBM4HCbzZ6M272lw8grDv
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/3857660.pdf?casa_token=bCO8CbVX42cAAAAA:czVEpeqziRNgAhTPgkSEIe_WPLxkZoDTvVEPeRg7VOsvLFlHPRZWH6udKmZS_mDoxcU7UzP10T3fzwULZo0FF5wgKYM1upPN26H0R8r85yJ601_vvndT
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/44253102.pdf?casa_token=AW4ReWfBtukAAAAA:v6PAfPfT4U5mhobegTFHFmQNd9urB0DS6uVlDzIGftzbw7LRj5swUN_5Pr02jF-NREjbNT7QgOE_jI4a_x70It3F2jkqodM2y_0obr4VQb2g6lxcPEOs


Many normative approaches (virtue ethics, 
consequentialism, deontology, etc.) support the 
humane treatment of workers, even when the business 
case does not support it. 

YES! Ethics CAN drive firms to do the right thing 

if there is no business case!



Firms do not have ethics. People have ethics.

Firms were created to generate profits. Using them for 
other purposes is unethical.

NO! Ethics CAN NOT drive firms to do the right 

thing if there is no business case!



If the business case determines what is ethical 
(pursuing profit = ethical), then following the 
business case is the only ethical option.

– ‘Business case vs. ethics’ is a false dichotomy 
because the business case = ethics.

First problem with the question… 



If the ‘business case’ is not a normative concept, then 
it is a false dichotomy to say, “business case vs. 
ethics” 

– Similar to asking people, “Do you choose an 
orange or ethics?”

Second problem with the question…



Who won the debate?

YES (Wayne)

NO (Tobey)

MAYBE (Joanne)

Can ethics drive firms to do the right thing 
if there is no business case?



• We were not asked SHOULD ethics drive firms to 
do the right thing if there is no business case

• Considering “can” is a useful endeavor (even for 
philosophers) because normative theories that 
cannot be followed by people are not very useful. 

– E.g., All humans should be Spock.

• “Can” suggests an empirical question, which could 
be answered with empirical research….

Can ethics drive firms to do the right thing 
if there is no business case?



• Is the ‘Business Case’ a form of an ‘ethic’ that is 
most salient to businesspeople?

– If so, where do they learn it? (from us?)

– What can be done to expand the menu of ethical 
rationales used by businesspeople?

– Can we find ways to broaden the 
conceptualization of the business case so it 
includes ethics?

(I think we have slowly done so for many years) 
• E.g., corporate social reporting, SRI funds

Future Research



• We should study firms that followed ethics when 
there was no business case… 

– Successful firms

– Moderately successful firms

– Bankrupt firms 

• Financially, but not morally, bankrupt!

• Ryan Burg’s concept of ‘Firm Euthanasia’

Future Research



Future Research Question….

• When will ethics drive firms to do the right thing if 

there is no business case?

– Does the size of the ethical violation matter?

– Is there a tipping point?

$$$$$ 

LOST

Huge ethical violation 

(can’t sleep at night)



What are YOUR questions?


